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Editorial 
 

Om Sai Ram Dear Friends. 

Hope this edition of magazine finds you in the best of health and spirits.  

At times, we wonder how Guru is really effective in ensuring our spiritual success. 

It is hard to answer and describe this into words since the care and concern of a 

Guru for its disciples/devotees is unfathomable.  

For instance, how much patient are with our friends, relatives, siblings, or family 

members if they behave contrary to our advice or contrary to our expectations.  

It does not take much time for us to lose our patience and become frustrated with 

them or with the whole affair of things. Now when we compare the two 

situations, and realize how our Guru deals with us when we don’t act as per his 

wishes/advices/guidance/teachings, we would realize the value of Guru.  

Despite our lack of discipline or not being wholly committed, our Guru does not 

lose patience with us. Our Guru does not give up on us and is always there 

whenever we need him. 

It is hard to find anyone in our life whose only interest is our own good and one 

who is infinitely patient with us. If you would look around in your life, you will end 

up finding that person to be Sadguru Sai Baba. 

Take care and keep doing fine. Stay happy & healthy.  

Wish you love, light, and peace. Om Sai Ram. 

~Ashok 
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Do You Want to Offer Your Services 

at Feet of Sai Baba?  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Sai-Ram Dear Friends, do you want to 

offer your time and talent at lotus feet of 

Baba? If you do, https://saisaburi.org 

offers few opportunities for you. If you 

think a friend of yours would be 

interested please forward this magazine 

to your friend. : ) 

1. You can help spread message about 

the website and this magazine on 

Facebook. It just needs a couple of 

minutes whenever you have time. To 

know more, email us on 

editor@saisaburi.org 

 2. You can write articles for the website 

https://saisaburi.org or for this 

magazine. We publish all articles and 

give credit to the authors.  

3. You can help in the 

magazine/website. The nature of tasks 

may be technical or non-technical 

depending on what you want to do. 

There is no commitment - just your 

interest and your dedication. That is it. :)                                                            

To know/discuss email me on 

editor@saisaburi.org. 

If you have any comment regarding 

website/magazine, any suggestion for 

improvement, any thoughts, please feel 

free to email on  editor@saisaburi.org.                                                                                                                         

Om Sai Ram. 

https://saisaburi.org/
https://saisaburi.org/
https://saisaburi.org/
mailto:editor@saisaburi.org
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Attempts to Photograph a Yogi 
 

Babaji had an aversion to being photographed. In fact, knowing that I was an artist myself, he had 

prohibited me from drawing or painting his portrait. Though prohibited, I was still rebellious, and 

thought that I could get his photograph somehow, even if he did not want one taken. I had not yet fully 

understood that if he did not wish something to happen, it would not, no matter how much I, in my 

foolishness and ignorance, however well-meaning, wanted it to happen.  

So, one evening, I secretly arranged for a photographer to come to the ghat, where Babaji and I would 

be either meditating or engaged in a dialogue. I had befriended a photographer, a young Gharwali from 

Dehradun named Prashanth Rawat. Several days ago, we had agreed that he would come around 5 pm 

to the Sivananda ghat on a certain day. He was to pretend to be a stranger, a tourist, casually click a 

photograph of Babaji and disappear quietly. He said he was going to Dehradun but would travel back to 

Rishikesh on the appointed day and do the needful. He was as eager to get Babaji’s picture as I was and 

took it as a challenge.  

On that particular evening, my only fear was that Babaji would cancel the walk. He did not. “Madhu, 

let’s cross to the other side and sit on the steps of the Sivananda ghat, your favourite spot,” he said. So, 

we sat on the steps facing the river and Babaji, reminisced about old Rishikesh, when there were no big 

ashrams, except the Swarg Ashram.  

“Swami Sivananda had not as yet founded the Divine Life Society and lived in a small kutir, on the other 

side, belonging to the Swarg Ashram. People called him ‘Doctor Swami’ because he treated sick sadhus.”  

I asked him a few questions about Laxman Jhula and Purani Jhadi and he answered them. Then, the 

discussion went on to certain personal matters regarding sadhana. I was becoming a little restless and 

anxious as there was no sign of Rawat, the photographer. One hour passed and still no Rawat in sight. 

Finally, Babaji looked into my eyes and said in a matter-of-fact way, “No point in getting distracted and 

restless Madhu, that photographer of yours won’t come.”  

I was stunned. “Babaji, I... Babaji, I am sorry. I will never again commit such a mistake. You know my 

thoughts even before I start thinking them. Please forgive me... I am....” I burst into tears.  

Babaji patted my back. “It’s all right,” he said, “control yourself. Not a big crime and you learnt a good 

lesson anyway.”  

“Come, let’s go back before it gets too dark.”  

Soon, we were sitting in front of the cave facing the Ganga. The sun had painted the sky a beautiful pink. 

“Now,” said Babaji, “Do you think that your photographer could have taken a picture without my 

concurrence? No, and I’ll tell you why. Look at me now.”  

I shifted my gaze from the flowing waters and looked in his direction.  
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“Oh!” I exclaimed loudly, surprised by what I saw. Instead of his body, all I could see was a grey, 

translucent silhouette.  

Babaji’s voice which now came from the shadowy outline continued. “How do you see an object? Light 

falls on an object and its reflected rays fall on the lens of your eyeballs and an image is formed. It’s the 

same for a camera. The light is reflected onto the camera lens and the image falls on the film.”  

“Well, what if we know how to prevent the light rays from reflecting back and instead absorb them into 

our bodies? A powerful mind tuned to the stillness of the Supreme Self, the core of our consciousness 

can control the light rays, absorb them, and not let them reflect. You would then see only a grey, 

translucent outline and not the body you are familiar with. Under dimly lit conditions, you would not 

even see the outline.” “That’s exactly what I am doing now. Not letting the light rays reflect. The camera 

would not have captured the image if I so desired.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I said, “Got the message, Babaji, please reappear in the form I love to see.”  

In an instant, he was back in his usual form.  

“So,” I asked, “is this how yogis disappear?”  
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“Mostly,” said Babaji “but there is one more method where one actually disintegrates the primary 

particles of the body temporarily, but only most advanced yogis can do that.”  

“Please, can you explain Babaji?”  

“The primary particles that make up both animate and inanimate matter are called quarks. Quantum 

physics, having demolished the absolute certainty of Newtonian physics, is now faced with an enigma 

called the Theory of Uncertainty. The primary substance that goes to form matter cannot now be 

pronounced with certainty, to be either particles or waves.” 

“Strangely, when observed they tend to shift from particles to waves and vice versa. When they are 

observed behaving like particles, they suddenly start behaving like waves. Some physicists even advance 

the theory that their behaviour depends on the observer.”  

“However, the great Rishis hold that consciousness is the primary core of all 

existence and that at the deepest level, it can change particles to waves or waves 

to particles at will. A completely tranquil mind, which the Vajrayāna Buddhists call 

the vacuous mind, is in tune with this core of all existence. A yogi, established in 

that state, can change the particles of his body to waves which become invisible to 

the organs of perception like the eyes etc. The yogi can then travel to other 

locations and convert back into visible particle-based forms.”  

“This is not easy and only great beings like Sri Guru Babaji can practice this kind of disintegration and 

reintegration. To put it simply, dissolution of the body into its primary elements and re-gathering them 

at will to form the body again. Nothing to do with optical illusions performed on stage by illusionists.” 

Source: Apprenticed to A Himalayan Master – A Yogi’s Autobiography, by Sri M 

 

` 
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MEDITATION – The Doorway to the 

Inner Secret of Love  
 

Meditation is the doorway to salvation. It is the most difficult thing in life, but if a man makes up his 

mind, he can practise it and he will succeed in the end. It is the way to still the mind. To control the 

senses and the mind, which is the sixth sense, is Sine-Qua-Non in the path of renunciation.  

Concentration and meditation are absolutely necessary for the quickening of the inner powers and inner 

latent forces, without which no one can reach the goal of self of God- realization.  

Meditation becomes simple and extremely pleasant, when there is a deep yearning for God and God 

alone. One should meditate for the love of God and not for the purpose of gaining supernatural powers. 

To gain psychic powers by other means than deep meditation is most inadvisable. Seek God for the sake 

of God out of love and devotion for God and your meditation will lead you to God, who will crown you 

with powers, unsought by you but which nevertheless come to you automatically, because of your 

single-minded devotion to God.  

Meditation is the key to the realm of ecstatic joy. It is a doorway to the inner secrets of life. It takes the 

devotee from the physical mundane world to the highest spiritual  plane of ecstatic joy and delight. 

(12.1.1953) 

Source: How I found God, by Yogi M K Spencer 
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Cholera Kept Away by Sai-Baba  
 

It was sometime after 1910 A.D. that I went, one fine morning, to the Masjid in Shirdi for getting a 

darshan of Sai Baba. I was wonder struck to see the following phenomenon. After washing His mouth 

and face, Sai Baba began to make preparations for grinding wheat.  

He spread a sack on the floor; and thereon set a hand-mill. He took some quantity of wheat in a 

winnowing fan, and then drawing up the sleeves of His Kafni (robe); and taking hold of the peg of the 

hand-mill, started grinding the wheat by putting a few handfuls of wheat in the upper opening of the 

mill and rotated it. I thought ‘What business Baba had with the grinding of wheat, when He possessed 

nothing and stored nothing, and as He lived on alms!’  

Some people who had come there thought likewise, but none had the courage to ask baba what He was 

doing. Immediately, this news of Baba's grinding wheat spread into the village, and at once men and 

women ran to the Masjid and flocked there to see Baba's act. Four bold women, from the crowd, forced 

their way up and pushing Baba aside, took forcibly the peg or handle into their hands, and, singing 

Baba's Leelas, started grinding.  

At first Baba was enraged, but on seeing the women's love and devotion, He was much pleased and 

began to smile. While they were grinding, they began to think that Baba had no house, no property, no 

children, none to look after, and He lived on alms, He did not require any wheat-flour for making bread 

or roti, what will He do with this big quantity of flour? Perhaps as Baba is very kind, He will distribute the 

flour amongst us. Thinking in this way while singing, they finished the grinding and after putting the 

hand-mill aside, they divided the flour into four portions and began to remove them one per head.  

Baba, Who was calm and quiet up till now, got wild and started abusing them saying, "Ladies, are you 

gone mad? Whose father's property are you looting away? Have I borrowed any wheat from you, so that 

you can safely take the flour? Now please do this. Take the flour and throw it on the village border 

limits." On hearing this, the women felt abashed and whispering amongst themselves, went away to the 

outskirts of the village and spread the flour as directed by Baba. 

I asked the Shirdi people - "What was this that Baba did?" They replied that as the Cholera Epidemic was 

spreading in the village and this was Baba's remedy against the same; it was not wheat that was ground 

but the Cholera itself was ground to pieces and pushed out of the village. From this time onward, the 

Cholera Epidemic subsided, and the people of the village were happy. 

Source: Shri Sai-Satcharitra, 1st Chapter 
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 Punya Protects You Every Time 
 

Doubt vs Faith 
 

The unfortunate fact about most of us is that as most educated minds are fed on the Cartesian 
principle of doubting everything, the logician’s axiom about insufficiency of individual cases to 
prove universal propositions and other similar doubts crop up over and over again. 
 
When 150 experiences of Baba’s help had been derived by a man, on the occurrence of the 
151st case of help, even a well-known devotee asked himself the question, ‘Is this chance or is 
this Baba’s help?‘ 
 
This wretched idea of ‘chance helping’ does not easily leave us. 
 
Luckily, most of us by Baba’s favour have some grounding in faith, and we gradually shake off 
the tendency to go on doubting and doubting forever. Except for that, we would 
become “Samscayatmas”, that is, persons in whose nature, doubt becomes a fixed trait, a part 
of their second nature. 

 

Samscayatma 

 
The Gita (BG IV 40) says, Samscayatma Vinascyati, that is. The man who goes on doubting and 
doubting ad infinitum will perish’. ‘Perish’ does not necessarily mean ‘die’, so far as the physical 
body is concerned. He is dead already whose faith is dead. A man that has no faith is a 
breathing corpse.  
 
Even in ordinary worldly matters, we find what an important part is played by our ability to 
believe what is reported to us. If in a new place before reaching the railway station, we have to 
ask for the road to the station at half a dozen places and answers are given, if at each answer 
we think that the answer may be false and hesitate, we should never reach the station in time 
to catch our train. This is the meaning of Samscayatma Vinascyati. Luckily in the case of Nana, 
far from his being a ‘Samscayatma’, he was a Shraddhatma. 
 
This means, the man of faith obtains knowledge and wisdom. Being a person who controls his 
senses and thereby effectively fixes his mind on that jnana, treating it as the goal of his life, he 
obtains Jnana; and having obtained it he soon reaches scanti, Supreme Peace.’ This has an 
obvious application to Nana’s case, and Nana, with very little of doubting nature, advanced in 
the strength of his faith, obtained more and more of wisdom (Jnana) by the grace of Baba and 
was progressing rapidly towards that scanti or Peace, which is the goal of all spiritual life and 
endeavour. 
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Shraddhatma 

 
Thus Nana (Narayan Govind  Chandorkar) was convinced that Baba had superhuman power, 
superhuman love, and made superhuman provision of needs for those who were attached to 
him and whom he loved. So, he found that Baba was really a Deva (God), and that Baba was 
preeminently fitted to take charge now of Nana’s life, of his comfort, and of all his concerns, 
temporal and spiritual. Thus convinced, Nana was perfectly prepared to take the plunge 
of Prapatti to the Gurudeva, to surrender himself unhesitatingly to the directions of Baba, 
being perfectly assured that no harm would result thereby, and on the other hand much 
good—nay every good—would result therefrom. 
 
Having provided for the thirst of Nana in one place, Baba marvelously  provided for 
his  hunger in another place.   
 
In Padmalaya forest, there is a Ganapati temple. It is ten miles away from the nearest Railway 
Station and the access to it is through ten miles of forest. Nana had made arrangements for all 
this, but trains have got a queer way of being late, and in this case, his train being many hours 
late, all arrangements were upset and there was no conveyance and no assistance 
forthcoming. 
 
Nana’s arrival at the railway station was evening time, very near dusk. But he would not be 
thwarted. He determined to push along with his companions to the temple, come what may. In 
the absence of any conveyance, Nana had to dare and dared the risk and trouble of walking 
ten miles to reach the Ganapati temple. So, he trudged on. But when he was about halfway or 
more than halfway, it was already 9pm and the pujari of the temple would usually lock it up by 
9 or 10 p.m. and retire to his cottage at some distance for his night’s rest. 
 
So, Nana doubted whether he would get into the temple at all. Further, having walked wearily 
six or seven miles, he felt the pangs of hunger. Naturally he remembered Baba. He prayed, 
‘Baba, I am not asking for much. I am not overgreedy. I will be quite satisfied if, at the close of 
this journey, I can get one cup of tea to quench my hunger’. 
 
Then he and his companions trudged on. It was nearly 11 p.m. when they reached the temple. 
Instead of the temple being closed (as it would usually be) the pujari was on the watch, and on 
seeing persons at a great distance (that is, Nana’s party) coming, shouted. ‘Is Nana coming?’ It 
would be highly impertinent on the part of any priest to call a Deputy Collector by his pet 
name, as though he was his chum. 
 
But here there was no feeling of resentment, but one of gratification on the part of Nana and 
his friends when they heard the voice, ‘Is Nana coming?’ They approached and said, ‘Yes. How 
do you know that Nana is coming?’ 
 
Then the priest said, 
 
“I had an ethereal message from Sri Sai Baba in which he said, ‘My Nana is coming weary, 
thirsty, and hungry. Keep for him one cup of tea‘. 
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Here is tea ready for you all.” He then gave Nana his cup. This 
again proved that Baba’s eye of supervision was not merely 
on hills but also in forests to look after the safety, comfort, 
and health of his beloved devotee. Alike from danger of thirst 
and hunger, Baba had saved him. 
 
What was it that saved Nana? The Sanskrit stanza says— 
Vane rane scatru jalaagnimadhye 
Mahaarnave, parvata mastakevaa 
Suptam pramattam vishama sthitamvaa 
Rakshanti punyani puraakritaani 
 
This means, whether it is in the forests or in the battlefield or 
amidst foes or in the ocean, or on hill tops, the merit acquired 
in former times or janmas saves a person even though he may  
be sleeping, disordered in mind or unbalanced. This is an 
abstract statement, which is very true. But abstractions do 
not save anyone. It is the concrete person called Sai that 
actually saved Nana both on hilltop and in the thick forests 
and not abstract poorva punya. After all, it is poorva punya 
(former merit) that had taken shape as Sai’s body, which had 
undertaken the responsibilities of a Gurudeva and which 
therefore saved Nana. So, it is alike poorva punya and also 
Gurudeva that saved Nana. 
 
 Source: LIFE OF SAI BABA, VOLUME II, BY PUJYASRI 
H.H.NARASIMHA SWAMIJI 
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 Sai Baba’s Teachings 
 

One should get rid of its ego, place it at My feet. He who acts like this in life, him I help the most. 

Hearing my stories and teachings will create faith in devotees’ hearts and they will easily get self – 

realization and Bliss; let there be no insistence on establishing one’s own view, no attempt to refute 

other’s opinions, no discussions of pros and cons of any subject. 

Go High up. There are many ways leading there; there is one way also from here (Shirdi). The way is 

difficult. There are tigers and wolves in the jungles on the way. If you take a guide, there is no difficulty. 

The guide will take you straight to your destination, avoiding wolves, tigers, and ditches etc. on the way. 

If there be no guide, there is the dange r of your being lost in the jungles or falling into ditches.” 

If a man utters My name with love, I shall fulfill all his wishes, increase his devotion. And if he sings 

earnestly My life and My deeds, him I shall beset in front and back and on all sides. Those devotees, who 

are attached to Me, heart, and soul, will naturally feel happiness, when they hear these stories. Believe 

Me that if anybody sings My Leelas, I will give him infinite joy and everlasting contentment. It is My 

special characteristic to free any person, who surrenders completely to Me, and who does worship Me 

faithfully, and who remembers Me, and meditates on Me constantly. How can they be conscious of 

worldly objects and sensations, who utter My name, who worship Me, who think of My stories and My 

life and who thus always remember Me? I shall draw out My devotees from the jaws of Death. If My 

stories are listened to, all the diseases will be got rid of. So, hear My stories with respect; and think and 

meditate on them, assimilate them. This is the way of happiness and contentment. The pride and 

egoism of My devotees will vanish, the mind of the hearers will be set at rest; and if it has wholehearted 

and complete faith, it will be one with Supreme Consciousness. The simple remembrance of My name as 

‘Sai, Sai’ will do away with sins of speech and hearing”. 

Be wherever you like, do whatever you choose, remember this well that all what you do is known to Me. 

I am the Inner Ruler of all and seated in their hearts. I envelope all the creatures, the movable and 

immovable world. I am the Controller – the wirepuller of the show of this Universe. I am the mother – 

origin of all beings – the Harmony of three Gunas, the propeller of all senses, the Creator, Preserver and 

Destroyer. Nothing will harm him, who turns his attention towards Me, but Maya will lash or whip him 

who forgets Me. All the insects, ants, the visible, movable, and immovable world, is My Body or Form. 

“There will never be any dearth or scarcity, regarding food and clothes, in any devotees’ homes. It is my 

special characteristic, that I always look to, and provide, for the welfare of those devotees, who worship 

Me whole-heartedly with their minds ever fixed on Me. Lord Krishna has also said the same in the Gita. 

Therefore, strive not much for food and clothes. If you want anything, beg of the Lord, leave worldly 

honours, try to get Lord’s grace and blessings, and be honored in His Court. Do not be deluded by 

worldly honor. The form of the Deity should be firmly fixed in the mind. Let all the senses and mind be 

ever devoted to the worship of the Lord, let there be no attraction for any other thing; fix the mind in 

remembering Me always, so that it will not wander elsewhere, towards body, wealth and home. Then it 
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will be calm, peaceful, and carefree. This is the sign of the mind, being well engaged in good company. If 

the mind is vagrant, it cannot be called well-merged.” 

See, how I have to suffer for My devotees; their difficulties are Mine. 

Rama (the God of the Hindus) and Rahim (the God of the Mahomedans) were one and the same; there 

was not the slightest difference between them; then why should their devotees and quarrel among 

themselves? You ignorant folk, children, join hands and bring both the communities together, act sanely 

and thus you will gain your object of national unity. It is not good to dispute and argue. So don’t argue, 

don’t emulate others. Always consider your interest and welfare. The Lord will protect you. Yoga, 

sacrifice, penance, and knowledge are the means to attain God. If you do not succeed in this by any 

means, vain is your birth. If anyone does any evil unto you, to do not retaliate. If you can do anything, do 

some good unto other. 

“If you say Sai-Sai,” He said, “All your shackles would be removed, and you would be free.” 
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The Bull Called Delightful 
 

Once upon a time, in the country of Gandhara in northern India, there was a city called Takkasila. In that 

city the Enlightenment Being was born as a certain calf. Since he was well bred for strength, he was 

bought by a high-class rich man. He became very fond of the gentle animal and called him 'Delightful'. 

He took good care of him and fed him only the best. 

When Delightful grew up into a big fine strong bull, he thought, "I was brought up by this generous man. 

He gave me such good food and constant care, even though sometimes there were difficulties. Now I am 

a big grown-up bull and there is no other bull who can pull as heavy a load as I can. Therefore, I would 

like to use my strength to give something in return to my master." 

So, he said to the man, "Sir, please find some wealthy merchant who is proud of having many strong 

bulls. Challenge him by saying that your bull can pull one- hundred heavily loaded bullock carts." 

Following his advice, the high-class rich man went to such a merchant and struck up a conversation. 

After a while, he brought up the idea of who had the strongest bull in the city. 

The merchant said, "Many have bulls, but no one has any as strong as mine." The rich man said, "Sir, I 

have a bull who can pull one hundred heavily loaded bullock carts." "No, friend, how can there be such a 

bull? That is unbelievable!" said the merchant. The other replied, "I do have such a bull, and I am willing 

to make a bet." 

The merchant said, "I will bet a thousand gold coins that your bull cannot pull a hundred loaded bullock 

carts." So, the bet was made, and they agreed on a date and time for the challenge. 

The merchant attached together one-hundred big bullock carts. He filled them with sand and gravel to 

make them very heavy. 

The high-class rich man fed the finest rice to the bull called Delightful. He bathed him and decorated him 

and hung a beautiful garland of flowers around his neck. 

Then he harnessed him to the first cart and climbed up onto it. Being so high class, he could not resist 

the urge to make himself seem very important. So, he cracked a whip in the air, and yelled at the faithful 

bull, "Pull, you dumb animal! I command you to pull, you big dummy!" 

The bull called Delightful thought, "This challenge was my idea. I have never done anything bad to my 

master, and yet he insults me with such hard and harsh words!" So, he remained in his place and 

refused to pull the carts. 

The merchant laughed and demanded his winnings from the bet. The high-class rich man had to pay him 

the one thousand gold coins. He returned home and sat down, saddened by his lost bet, and 

embarrassed by the blow to his pride. 

The bull called Delightful grazed peacefully on his way home. When he arrived, he saw his master sadly 

lying on his side. He asked, "Sir, why are you lying there like that? Are you sleeping? You look sad." The 

man said, I lost a thousand gold coins because of you. With such a loss, how could I sleep?" 
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The bull replied. "Sir, you called me 'dummy'. You even cracked a whip in the air over my head. In all my 

life, did I ever break anything, step on anything, make a mess in the wrong place, or behave like a 

'dummy' in any way?" He answered, "No, my pet." 

The bull called Delightful said, "Then sir, why did you call me 'dumb animal', and insult me even in the 

presence of others? The fault is yours. I have done nothing wrong. But since I feel sorry for you, go again 

to the merchant and make the same bet for two thousand gold coins. And remember to use only the 

respectful words I deserve so well." 

Then the high-class rich man went back to the merchant and made the bet for two-thousand gold coins. 

The merchant thought it would be easy money. Again, he set up the one hundred heavily loaded bullock 

carts. Again, the rich man fed and bathed the bull, and hung a garland of flowers around his neck. 

When all was ready, the rich man touched Delightful's forehead with a lotus blossom, having given up 

the whip. Thinking of him as fondly as if he were his own child, he said, "My son, please do me the 

honour of pulling these one hundred bullock carts." 

Lo and behold, the wonderful bull pulled with all his might and dragged the heavy carts, until the last 

one stood in the place of the first. 

The merchant, with his mouth hanging open in disbelief, had to pay the two thousand gold coins. The 

onlookers were so impressed that they honoured the bull called Delightful with gifts. But even more 

important to the high-class rich man than his winnings, was his valuable lesson in humility and respect. 

The moral is: Harsh words bring no reward. Respectful words bring honor to all. 

Source: Jataka Tales 
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Whatever you sow, you will reap - 

Sathya Sai Baba 
 

The author Dr. A.V. Lakshminarasimhan, is a Faculty Member in the Department of 

Bio-Sciences of the Sathya Sai Institute of Higher Learning at the Prasanthi Nilayam 

Campus. This is one of the miracles mentioned in his article. 

 

"Way back in 1948 when Bhagawan was 22 years of age in this beautiful physical 

frame, a certain wealthy man visited Prasanthi Nilayam along with his twin sons 

who were born blind. This wealthy man had toured the world over and had 

consulted great eye-specialists but all of them had said unanimously that it was 

impossible to provide eyesight to the blind twins. Hence the wealthy man had come 

to see the young Bhagawan. Bhagawan did not see them for seven long days. 

When the devotees, who had brought this family to Prasanthi Nilayam, prayed to 

Bhagawan for an interview, He called the wealthy man and his family along with the 

devotees. Bhagawan gave them all a profound discourse on the law of Karma and 

human dharma. At the end, when the devotees prayed and almost persuaded 

Bhagawan to grant sight to the twins, He said, 'Look, what these twins have done 

in their past life' and asked the devotees to look towards the corner of the interview 

room. What they saw was like a movie. These twins appeared as two cruel dacoits. 

They appeared to be tying two other persons to a tree in the forest and plucking 

out their eyes and robbing them of their wealth. The devotee was perplexed and 

disturbed seeing this incident taking place before his eyes. 

 

Bhagawan asked the devotees.'Tell me, shall I grant sight to these boys? If you are 

in My place what will you do?' The devotee had no answer. He fell at Bhagawan's 

Lotus feet and cried, 'Baba, pardon me for my audacity. You are God, being ever 

present in the past, present and future. You are our destiny. Please save us all.' 

Bhagawan with all His Love lifted the devotee and said that the twins had repented 

for their evil deeds and prayed to God for forgiveness. Their lifestyle had changed. 

They served the poor with the robbed money and as a result of which they have 

been born in the house of the wealthy man. They cannot, however, escape from the 

evil act of blinding two innocent persons and hence had to be born blind. Bhagawan 

assured that now that they had come to His divine presence, their future would be 

good and that He would take care of them and would bless them." 

Source: Saibaba.ws  
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Matri Vani – General Advice 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

All this, which is His creation, is under His dispensation, in His presence and is He. In 

whatever state He keeps anyone at any time it is all for the good, for verily 

everything is ordained by Him, is of Him.  

Relative happiness, which is happiness depending on anything, must end in grief. It 

is man’s duty to meditate on God, Who is peace itself. Without having recourse to 

that which aids the remembrance of God there can be no peace .Have you not seen 

what life in this world is? The one to be loved is God. In Him is everything --- Him 

you must try to find. 

 

 

If anything is to be had — whatsoever, in whatever way — it must be had of Him 

alone. 

Man’s bounden duty as a human being is to seek refuge at His Feet. 

Days glide on; already you have let so many go by; anchored in patience endeavour 

to pass the few remaining. 

 

 

The ceaseless,  never-ending current of divine Mercy and Compassion ever flows 

forth; in that current one should bathe. 

Who are the truly wealthy? Those who are possessed of the Supreme Treasure —

they alone are really rich and live in abundance. Poor and destitute must be called 

the man in whose heart the remembrance of God abides not. To depend solely on 

Him is man’s one and only duty. 

 

 

 

Every moment belongs to God; Endeavour to keep your mind dedicated to His Feet. 

God, the Ocean -of Mercy, whoever blesses the world, pours out His grace at all 

times. It is incumbent on man to consider everything that happens to be for the 

best: ‘For the best’ denoting what is most helpful towards the realization of the 

Divine, the realization of the fullness of Bliss. 
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Verily, abounding sorrow is the essential characteristic of life in this world. Fix your 

mind on God.    

The sovereign and universal remedy is the contemplation of the One. To think only 

of Him and to serve Him at all times is essential for every human being. 

Let His Name be ever with you; imperceptibly, relentlessly time is creeping away. 

 

 

 

To concentrate only on Him, the remembrance of Whom brings release from all 

anxiety, is meet and right. 

At all times, endeavour to sustain the contemplation of God and the flow of His 

Name. By virtue of his Name all disease becomes ease. 

 

 

It is possible to practice God’s Name under the most adverse circumstances.. He 

causes everything to happen and is therefore ever near.  

When you leave everything to Him Who is the Fountain of Peace, and then only 

may you hope for peace. 

 

 

 

Without the repetition of the Name and the remembrance of God, there is no hope 

of peace on earth. Let duty come first and foremost. 

In Rama , who is the. dispeller of all sorrow, there is arama  — rest and ease; where 

Rama is  not, there is vyarama  — discomfort and disease. 
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Disclaimer  
 

Please note that the information in this magazine, including all articles, photos, 

does not make any claims. Any information offered is the opinion of the 

creators/authors of that material. It is respectfully offered to you to explore, in 

the hope and with the intention that exploring this material will be informational 

and helpful to you. All contents in this magazine will be reviewed by the editors. 

While we make every reasonable effort to ensure the accuracy of the information, 

some information may not be complete, and may contain inaccuracies or errors. If 

you believe any information is inaccurate, please let us know by contacting us at: 

editor@saisaburi.org. 
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